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An artistic research project.



Gaetano Donizetti: from Don Pasquale, Ernesto’s aria „Com‘e gentil“

 Aristodemo Giorgini (1879-1937), recorded

1906.

<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkhWp47B

l-M> (March 2° 2013)

 Fernando de Lucia (1860-1925), recorded

(1907).

<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RiSPAgpO

C9g> (March 2° 2013)

 Luciano Pavarotti (1935-2007), recorded 1969.

<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CAXpMfS-

KRc> (March 2° 2013)



Problematic register terminology in vocal pedagogy literature of the 18th Century. 

 Tosi, Pier Francesco: „Opinioni de cantori antichi, e moderni o 
sieno osservazioni sopra il canto figurato di Pier Francesco Tosi“, 
Accademico Filarmonico, Bologna: 1723.

 Mancini, Giambattista „Pensieri e riflessioni pratiche sopra il canto 
figurato“, Nella Stamparia di Ghelen, Vienna: 1774.

2-Register-Theory: 

 “voce di petto” (chest voice): the natural, strong and bright register 
for low voice ranges.

 “falsetto” or “voce di testa” (falsetto or heard voice): the more 
darker, weaker register for high ranges. 

Problem: the confusing equating of the terms „voce di testa“ and 
„falsetto“. 



“The whole compass of Mr. Braham's voice

is 19 notes, and if not all of equal strength,

they yet differ so little in power perceptibly

to the auditor, that it seems as if the singer

could at pleasure produce any given

quantity of tone from pianissimo to

fortissimo upon any one of them. Mr.

Braham can take his falsetto upon any note

from D to A at pleasure and the juncture is

so nicely managed that in an experiment to

which this gentleman had the kindness to

submit, of ascending and descending by

semitones, it was impossible to distinguish

at what point he substituted the falsetto for

the natural note.”

(N.N.: The Quarterly musical magazine and review, Vol. 1, London:

1818)

Descriptions of the use of the falsetto register in historical written sources.

(Chorley, Henry F.: Music and manners in France and

Germany, Vol 1, London 1841)

Characterisation of John Brahams (1774-1856), Adolphe Nourrit‘s

(1802-1839) falsetto:



Vocal Experiments at the KTH Stockholm in cooperation with Prof. Johan Sundberg.

Electroglottograph: http://maywdkbfg.info/laryngograph/ 

(2.3.2013)

Samples of various registers in my voice: modal,
falsetto and voce faringea were recorded and
invers filtered.

We have measured, compared and documented
various physical parameters of the glottal
functions during phonation, e.g.:

 subglottic air pressure,

 closed an open phase of the vocal folds,

 the glottal air leakage,

 the volume of the two lowest component
harmonics.



Comparison of the subglottal air pressure in voce faringea, falsetto and modal register.
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Modified Falsetto/voce faringea

Counter Tenor Falsetto

Tenor Modal

Phonation threshold pressure * 6

Phonation threshold pressure * 3

Phonation threshold pressure * 1
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Voce faringea

Closed Quotient of the vocal folds and frequency values of the 2 lowest harmonic components. 
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Thank you for your

attention!



Mörner, Marianne et al.:  Voice 

register terminology and standard 

pitch, Stockholm: 1963

Voice register terminology.



Historical cross-section of register terms (1840 – 2000):

Echternach, Matthias: Untersuchungen zu 

Registerübergängen bei männlichen 

Stimmen, Bochum/Freiburg: 2010.

Voice register terminology.



Modification of the primary sound in the vocal tract. 

http://www.zainea.com/voices.htm (2.3.20013)

Invers filtering.

Invers filtering:

Through a series of filter processes (Soundswell

software) the vocal source sound produced by the

vocal cords is determined. The formant structure

which is dependent on size and shape of the

resonating system (throat, mouth, pharynx,

nasopharynx) is thereby reversed. The filters work

as anti-resonances which compensate the

resonances of the vocal tract.



Analyzing the formant structure of sound samples with Adobe Audition



The Phonation – Vibrational patterns of the vocal folds.

Chest register Falsetto

<http://www.forum-stimme.de/web-content/JOURNAL/stimmfunktion.html> (2.3.2013)

The modal register differs from the falsetto by:

 stronger longitudinal tension of the M. vocalis (falsetto stronger longitudinal tension of the

ligament),

 thicker, bigger vibrating mass,

 bigger mucosal wave (between the core of the vocal folds and the edges)

 stronger harmonic components.


